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International Forum on Night-Time Mobilities 
Rome 
22, 23 and 24 April 2004 
 
COMPLESSO DEL VITTORIANO 
Via san Pietro in Carcere 
ROME – ITALY 
 
Programme 
 
Thursday, April 22 

 

Reception and night journey through Rome 
 

TERRAZZA CAFFARELLI 
Piazza Campidoglio 1 
ROMA – ITALY 
 
 
8:00 pm Welcoming of participants given by Mariella Gramaglia, Deputy-Mayor of 
Rome, in charge of the Office of times, citizens’ rights, equal opportunities and communication 
(Italy) 
 
8:30 pm Dinner 
 
10:30 pm Troll event: Forum participants are invited to take part in an undercover 
nocturnal journey from the city centre outwards to the edge of the countryside… a playful 
adventure redefining the possibilities of the night 
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Friday, April 23 
 

Introduction to the urban night 
After exposing the slow process of conquering this space-time long neglected by human activity – 
from the “night guard” to “city by night” – this introduction will define the existing limits of the 
urban night before identifying its different component times. 
 
Morning session 
9:00  Forum Opening 

Walter VELTRONI, Mayor of Rome (Italy) 
Mariella GRAMAGLIA, Deputy-Mayor of Rome, in charge of the Office of 
times, citizens’ rights, equal opportunities and communication.(Italy) 
Xavier FELS, Secretary General of the City on the Move Institute (France)  
Why look at the issue of night-time urban mobilities? 
Chicco TESTA, President of the STA, Department for Mobility, Rome City 
Council (Italy) 
 

10:15 Break 
 
10:30 Round table 1: What are the limits of the night? 
 

 Introduction and presentation by Luc GWIAZDZINSKI, geographer, 
researcher, Laboratory Image et ville, in charge of the “Nocturnes” programme 

  Night in the city has always been regarded as a discontinuity, a time of shadows 
and darkness.  By extension, the night, symbolised by a curfew when all activities 
cease and the gates of the city are locked, was long considered a time of social 
rest.  Human activity has gradually conquered this neglected space-time of the 
urban night. New actors and new services have emerged, establishing a new 
territory and a new urbanity.  First, we need to define the temporal and spatial 
boundaries of the night in our early 21st-century cities, and then ask: are our city 
nights lively or somnolent, times of work or festivity, polarised or diffuse, 
standardised or specialised, singular or plural, dangerous or friendly, expensive 
or affordable, liberating or imprisoning? 
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Participants: 

Xavier EMMANUELLI, former Minister, founder and president of the 
SAMU Social and the international SAMU Social (France)  
Promoting solidarity between districts and populations and combating 
discrimination (age, sex, ethnicity…) 

 Marian KOREN, Head of research and International affairs for the 
association of public libraries (Netherlands) 
The development of night-time cultural services in Europe 

 Frédéric TADDEI, Journalist, Paris Première 
The end of the media curfew 

 Fares BOUBAKOUR, Dean of Batna University (Algeria) 
Clandestine taxis: the best way to move around the city by night. Case 
study of Batna (Algeria) 

 
12 noon Presentation: Outline of an approach to night-time mobilities. 

Marc ARMENGAUD, philosopher, Mathias ARMENGAUD, architect 
One of the IVM’s night project teams devised a new concept – Troll: sowing 
the city streets with a family of “Trolls”, standalone or collective mobile units 
that provide inspiration for poetic and lateral thinking, and point the public 
towards other places, forgotten events, marginal urban spaces (suburbs, 
temporary venues…). The aim is to invent a novel formal language for the 
different levels of Troll realisations (descriptions, facilities, movements…), a 
detailed visual and conceptual identity (objects, sounds…).  In order to achieve 
this objective of innovation and refinement, the Troll methodology has been 
given shape through three interdisciplinary workshops held in three urban 
territories:  in the Strait of Sund, between Copenhagen and Malmö, in Brussels 
and in Rome. 
A summary of this sensitive interdisciplinary approach to urban night-time 
mobilities will introduce the paper planned for the Roman nights. 

 
12:40 Buffet 
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 The issue of the night-time city: why now? 
 
The night has become a focal point of urban development and of the conflicts and tensions of 
modern society. Why and how did this happen?  The session also aims to define what makes the 
night a relevant subject for debate, research and planning and how this can be explored through 
the issue of mobilities. 
 
Afternoon session 
2:00 p.m. Forum 1: The night as an urban development issue? 

Introduction: Daniel TIXIER, Professor at ESSEC, Chair of Mass Consumption 
 (France)  

Marketing the night?   
The conquest of the night seems to be accelerating. Lighting, entertainment, 
territorial marketing, retailers, vending machines, 24 hour services – today’s night 
is a field of often disparate interests. The night is at the heart of our society’s 
challenges, the key to issues of sustainable development, equal opportunities, 
social cohesion and quality of life that concern all the stakeholders in the city in a 
global, territorial and cultural nexus.  The night cannot just be seen as a new 
economic market to be conquered.  As well as the night of territorial marketing, a 
new culture and a new aesthetic are emerging. The night can also be a time of 
solitude and exclusion when empathy and solidarity are rare.  And finally, looking 
to the future, it is helpful to hear what the night has to say to the day. 
 
Presenter: Paolo VERRI, Director of Turin International (Italy) 
Participants: 

 Dusan MLADENOVIC, transport economist, Road Transport Minister 
(Serbia) 
Building a global politics of economic and tourist development  

 Immaculada MORALEDA, MP responsible for women, young people 
and immigrants, Barcelona Province, City Councillor for questions of time 
and mobility, Barcelona City Council (Spain) 

 Jean-Louis FOUSSERET, Mayor of Besançon (France) 
The approach in Besançon 
 Thérèse RABATEL, Lyon City Councillor responsible for time policies 

(France) 
Projects of the city of Lyon 
 Tadeusz TRZNIEL, Vice-President of Krakow, in charge of transport, 

infrastructures and strategic development (Poland) 
New centres in the city at night 
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 Paul KAPPLER, Development Director, Auchan Group, Professor at 

IECS (France) 
Developing evening shopping 

 Olivier ARENDT, Director of the Culture Department, Brussels 
(Belgium) 
Beyond one-off events to a global politics of entertainment 

 Martina BOESE, sociologist, University of Vienna (Austria) 
Enabling all to participate in the night-time economy 
 Marco DE GOEDE, deputy, Amsterdam (Holland) 

Promoting the emergence of a new night culture 
 Sandra BONFIGLIOLI, manager at Milan Polytechnic (Italy) 

Emergence of the issue of the night and night-time mobilities in urban 
policies in Italy  
 Tony GOMEZ, Manager of l’Etoile in Paris (France) 

New leisure needs 
 

4:00   Break 
 
4:15   Forum 2: Night, a territory of conflict? 

Introduction: Luc GWIAZDZINSKI 
Audio accounts of nocturnal conflicts in particular cities (Radio Futura Rome, 
Radio Le Mouv’, Radio Helsinki). 
One consequence of this new interest is that social tensions in our city nights 
are growing.  Halfway between insecurity and freedom, night is the time when 
needs, differences and inequalities between individuals, communities and 
districts become heightened. Conflicts between people, activities and localities 
reveal the pressure of sometimes contradictory interests and beliefs. Noise, 
light pollution, delinquency, the city asleep, the city at work, the city at play 
and the city supplied, do not always coexist peacefully. In the city by night, 
tourists and indigenous populations want different things.  Lighting, services, 
shopping, safety, accessibility... the night polarises inequalities between the 
centre and the periphery. In a 24 hour society, it is sometimes difficult to 
imagine nights as beautiful as our days.  
 
Presentation:  
Liisa HORELLI, Environmental Psychologist, Centre for Urban and Regional 
Studies, Helsinki University of Technology (Finland) 

 
Participants: 
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 Mario GANDELSONAS, urbanist, School of Architecture, Princeton 
(USA) 
How to combine lighting, urbanism and aesthetics in the city of night 
and day 
 Marc LEBRET, Secretary General of the Council for Sustainable 

Economic Development, Paris (France) 
Reconciling access to leisure and the city’s international image 
 Firmin RODRIGUEZ GUTTIERREZ , Director of the Centre for 

Regional Cooperation and Development (Spain) 
Managing conflicts between the imperative of tranquillity and the need 
for excitement 
 Renato LATTES, Trade unionist (Italy) 

Social tensions arising from the growth of night work  
 Francis CUILLIER, Director of the Bordeaux Town Planning Agency 

(France) 
The tense coexistence between the city asleep, the city at work, the city 
at play and the problems caused by nocturnal activity.  
 Roger VICOT, Deputy Mayor in charge of night life (France) 

Building ways of reconciling and organising night life (Lille Night 
Charter)  
 Giampioro COLETTI, architect, Rome Department of Town Planning 

Managing night-time inner-city conflicts between pedestrians and cars 
 Luca NITIFFI, Rome City Councillor, President of “Roma Capital”, 

hospitality, international relations (Italy) 
Reconciling ordinary night life and international attraction 

 
Evening Session 
7:00  Inauguration of the “Architecture on the move! Cities and mobilities” 

Exhibition and presentation of the “Troll Showcase of Curiosities” at the 
Adriano Olivetti Foundation – via G. Zanardelli, 34 -  Rome 

 
8:30 Introduction to the night journey through Rome and distribution of maps 

and materials 
 
8:45 Departure for the “night journey” through Rome in four groups.  
 
01:00  Night-owls’ meeting P.zza Venezia 
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Saturday, April 24 
 

What are the new mobility needs and services in the city at night? 
 
This session aims to provide a common starting point for all Forum participants based on two 
approaches to the examination of night-time mobility services:  initial feedback from the 
PREDIT study on night-time mobility supply and demand; presentation of experience and 
strategies in nocturnal mobility services employed in different countries around the world. 
 
Morning session 
9:00  Night-owls’ morning meeting 
 
10 : 00   Opening of the session 

Mario DI CARLO, Deputy Mayor of Rome in charge of mobility policies (Italy) 
 

10:15 Round table 2: initial data on supply and demand trends in night time 
mobility services 
Introduction: Luc GWIAZDZINSKI  

 The initial feedback from the study of supply and demand in nocturnal 
mobility services in Europe (conducted by PREDIT /City on the Move 
/Time and Mobility Agency) will be presented and compared with other 
sources to cast light on the night’s data. 

 
Participants include: 

 
 François PROCHASSON, Director of Roads, Paris (France) 

Initial data on trends in Paris road traffic 
 Louis-Marie CLEON, Scientific Research Director at SNCF (France) 
 François DUMONT, Editor-in-Chief of the La vie du rail magazine 

(France) 
Data on trends in rail traffic and night trains 

 Jean-François LANGUMIER, in charge of Forecasting, Paris-Rhine-
Rhône highways agency (France) 
Initial data on trends in night-time motorway and city access traffic 

 
11:30  Round Table 3: New demand for night-time mobility services: myth or 

reality?  
 Introduction: Mario GANDELSONAS, Urbanist, Princeton School of 
architecture, USA 
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 Supply and demand in night-time mobility services is a new phenomenon in some 
countries, but a longstanding one in others, where circumstances are different. 
The disparate experiences of night transport networks in the USA, Poland  or 
developing countries raise questions about the implications of these trends and 
creates the basis for  concrete experience and a potential transfer of know-how. It 
overturns our assumptions about the much touted future of the round-the-clock city 
and society. 
 
Participants: 
 Herbert LAMBERT, Director of the MTA transport network, New York 

City Transit (USA) 
The long history of a 24/7 subway in the city that never sleeps 

 Vassyl KOUYBIDA, President of the Council of the Association of 
Ukrainian Cities, Mayor of Lviv 1994-2002 (Ukraine)  
Night-time mobility trends in the Ukraine 

 Stefan SZCZYPULA, Krakow Transport Company, night-time transport 
(Poland) 
A long tradition of night transport 

 Igor YARMOLENKO, Director of the Moscow Metro (Russia) 
The limits of night transport  

 Pascal SMET, Secretary of State for mobility, Brussels Capital Region 
(Belgium) 
Public transport, communal taxis, car parks: changing mindsets on the 
question of night-time mobility 

 Barbara BARTKOWICZ, Director of the Institute of Urbanism for the 
development of cities and regions  (Krakow, Poland) 
Incorporating the issue of night-time transport into a broader context 

 
 
1:00  Buffet: 

Broadcast of documentaries on cities at night, extracted from the Paris Dernière 
programme: Beirut (…) (directed by Frédéric TADDEI, Paris Première) 
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Afternoon session 
2:30   Forum 3: What problems and innovations are associated with mobility? 

Introduction David ASSEO, transport delegate for the Republic and Canton of 
Jura (Switzerland) 
What problems and solutions exist in mobility for leisure? How do we satisfy the 
increasing demand for mobility during important night-time cultural and sporting 
events? How do we give women mobility? How do we manage the movement of 
night-shift workers and make industrial sites accessible? Local communities, 
businesses or associations that experience these problems and trends have tried to 
put forward new solutions: sometimes traditional (extending existing transport 
schedules), more often innovative (transport on request, reservation centres, etc). 
These solutions are also a matter of organisation and common sense (communal 
taxi, car pools...). The discussion will begin with the needs of different population 
categories, with an attempt to understand trends in the supply of night-time 
transport and the reasons for the success of some of these experiments, and to 
identify spheres where joint action in research and experimentation is possible.  
 
Participants: 
Managing new nocturnal event-related mobilities: issues and innovations 

 Edith HEURGON, Researcher, RATP (France) 
Transport for the Paris “White nights” 
 Kaarina GOULD, Producer, Helsinki Festival, Night of Arts (Finland) 

Managing the  Helsinki “Arts Night” 
 Anne HEMKER, Director “Night watch” (Amsterdam, Holland) 

Amsterdam’s Night Watch project 
       ▪ Mauro CALAMANTE, President, ATAC, Rome (Italy) 

 
Leisure mobility: issues and innovations 

 Robert OLIVIER, Vice-president, Montréal Transport Company 
(Canada) 
Adapting transport services  
 Marco RUDISUHLI, Planning Chief for the Zürckerverkehrsverbund, 

Zürich (Switzerland) 
Transport policy combined with a development policy for night-time 
activity – “Nachnetz” 
 Robert WILLIAMSON, Director of Scooter Man (UK) and Edward 

HEWITT, Co-founder of Scooter Man (Great Britain) 
A new service adapted to consumer needs 
 

Mobility of night-workers: issues and innovations 
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 Sylvie RABIN, HR Director General Electric France (France) 
Trends in night work and mobility demand 
 Anne MICHAUD, Coordinator of the “Women and the city” programme, 

Montréal (Canada) 
Solutions to women’s specific nocturnal mobility problems  
 Christelle ALVERGNE, geographer, West and Central Africa Municipal 

Development Plan, technical adviser (Benin) 
Alternative night mobility solutions in Cotonou  

 Orhan ESEN, Istanbul Urban Observatory (Turkey) 
Group solidarity and protection for women in night-time mobilities 
 

 
Evening mobilities for young people: new demands and new solutions 

 David ASSEO, Transport Delegate for the Republic and Canton of Jura 
(Switzerland) 
New mobility  services in rural and periurban areas 
 Corinne PAUTOT, Time and Mobility Agency, Belfort (France) 

Recent experimental development in youth night transport.  
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How to construct projects together? 
 

This is about working together to devise a joint programme of work and proposals that will 
bridge the gap from the “night of data” to an international network of research and 
experiment that will unite researchers, cities, associations and transport operators in the task 
of making the city a friendlier place. 
 
4:30 Sustainable development and night-time mobility: Objectives for 

knowledge and action? 
Lecture: François ASCHER, Professor at the French Institute of Town 
Planning (University Paris VIII), Chairman of the Scientific and Steering 
Committee of the City on the Move Institute (France) 

  
 Night-time mobilities may raise specific problems, but they also emphasise and 
thereby reveal certain more general issues.  They illustrate the challenges of 
sustainable development, in that the solutions need to reconcile economic 
development, social equity and environmental quality.  They powerfully raise 
the question of urban governance and the renewal of forms of action by 
governments and their relations with civil society.  They underline the need for 
creativity in generating new types of solution.  They necessitate advances in 
scientific knowledge and increased debate between all those conducting 
research and experimentation in the field of night-time mobility. 

 
5:00 Round table 4: moving towards experimentation? 

Introduction and presentation: Luc GWIAZDZINSKI 
  This session aims to give form to certain ideas that have emerged from 

exploratory work conducted by the City on the Move Institute. The programme 
began with the recording and reporting of night journeys across cities, which 
provided the basis for a different and transverse approach to the issue of 
mobilities.  In the cities where the night journeys took place, the approach 
aroused curiosity and interest.  It highlighted a certain number of problems 
and contributed to the emergence of original ideas and projects that will have 
been discussed at the forum with our partners from the cities concerned. 
Another project that emerged from the exploratory and creative approach 
initiated by the City on the Move is “Noctambulle”, a biodegradable public 
transport service providing access to peripheral city localities and events. This 
is an experiment in flexible night-time transport that could be extended to other 
populations and territories. 
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Participants: 
 Mario GANDELSONAS, Urbanist, School of Architecture, Princeton 

(USA) (…) and  interested researchers 
Developing international networks 

 Xavier EMMANUELLI, Former Minister, Founder and President of the 
SAMU social and SAMU social international (France)  
Setting up experiments 

 Pekka KORPINEN, Deputy Mayor for City Planning, City of Helsinki 
(Finland)  
Building an international city network on the theme of night-time mobilities 

 Mariella GRAMAGLIA , Rome (Italy), Putting the issue of mobility on 
the European agenda, starting with Rome  

 
6:30  Final discussion 

Joint plans to continue the nocturnal exploration: international network, 
research programme, experiments (…) 
Mariella GRAMAGLIA, Xavier FELS, François ASCHER, Luc 
GWIAZDZINSKI and all interested partners. 

 
Evening and Forum closure 
9:00 Mobility on a river-boat and presentation of the “Roma 3 by night” 

project 
Presentation:  

 Frédéric TADDEI, journalist, Paris Dernière programme (France) 
Participants: 

 Luca NITIFFI, City Council, Rome, President of the special 
commission for “Roma Capitale” (Italy) 

 Francesco CELLINI, Dean of the Faculty of Architecture, Roma 3 
(Italy) 

 Maria Rosaria STABILI, representative of the University Vice-
Chancellor, Roma 3  (Italy) 

 Donatella MARIANI, head of the “Roma 3 by night” project (Italy) 
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Contacts and Information 
 
Luc GWIAZDZINSKI, leader of the “Nocturnes” programme 
Tel:  00 33 (0)3 84 90 17 00 
Fax:  00 33 (0)3 84 90 17 01 
E-mail: Luc.gwiazdzinski@maisondutemps.asso.fr 
Website: www.u-night.org 
 
Registration 
 
Zhour SELLAM, Secretary General 
Time and Mobility Agency 
Tel:  00 33 (0)3 84 90 17 00 
Fax:  00 33 (0)3 84 90 17 01 
E-mail: mtm@maisondutemps.asso.fr 
Website: www.u-night.org 
 
NB:  
Working languages: English, French, Italian 
The International Forum on night time mobility  will be accompanied by exhibitions of photos 
and pictures and presentations of projects, experiments and research results relating to the city 
exploration programmes: “night city journeys”, Troll workshops and  the first experiments in 
new methods of night-time transport. 
 
 
With the support of : 
 
The special commission “Roma capitale” 
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